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Tartus

Damascus

Homs

Hama

Aleppo

Hassakeh

Rural Damascus. Weeks after arriving at a shelter 
for internally displaced people, this man and his 
two friends opened a falafel sandwich shop. 

 y Protracted conflict between Syrian government 
forces and various armed groups, and fighting 
among these factions, continued to cause 
civilian casualties and displacement. People 
went missing or were detained. Parties to the 
conflict breached international humanitarian 
law and other applicable norms. Humanitarian 
needs were acute in areas besieged by 
government forces or armed groups, and 
in places made inaccessible by insecurity or 
logistical obstacles. A total of 74 Syrian Arab 
Red Crescent and Palestine Red Crescent Society 
personnel have been killed since the conflict 
began. The abduction of three ICRC staff 
members in 2013 remained unresolved. 

 y The ICRC – together with the Syrian Arab Red 
Crescent – strove to respond to humanitarian 
needs in Syria, despite security-related 
and logistical impediments to the full 
implementation of its activities. It prioritized 
helping people affected by intensified fighting, 
those in hard-to-reach areas and, at the 
beginning of the year, in besieged areas. It 
conducted large-scale distributions of food 
and household essentials, and maintained 
its extensive support for local partners to 
help ensure people’s access to water, shelter 
and other facilities. It gave assistance for 
households to grow more food or launch small 
businesses. ICRC support for first-aiders and 
health facilities enabled wounded, sick and 
physically disabled people to obtain medical 
services. 

 y The ICRC visited detainees and people held by 
armed groups, and provided support to help 
improve their living conditions and access to 
health care. Family-links services provided by 
the International Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement reconnected members of dispersed 
families.
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 176,788

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 183,284

Contributions received: 
KCHF 169,954

Implementation rate:  
104%

SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
2,799,967 civilians

Food production
194,980 civilians

Income support
4,900 civilians

Living conditions
2,280,554 civilians

20,535 detainees

Capacity-building
15 civilians

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
17,746,570 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
1,833 beds

For detainees
5,505 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
28 structures

Hospitals
32 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
2 projects supported

5,328 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)

KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
1,698 from civilians

2,512 from detainees

RCMs distributed
809 to civilians

606 to detainees

Phone calls 
8 facilitated between family members

607 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

361 tracing cases closed positively 

(subject located or fate established)

1 person reunited with their family 

ICRC VISITS

14 places of detention visited

31 visits carried out

19,576 detainees in places of detention visited  

977 of whom visited and monitored individually

ECONOMIC SECURITY

WATER AND HABITAT

HEALTH

PROTECTION

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE

ICRC-RUN PHYSICAL 

REHABILITATION PROJECT
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ECONOMIC SECURITY

WATER AND HABITAT

HEALTH

PROTECTION

Bentiu

Wau

Rumbek

Juba

Bor

Ganyiel

Malakal

Leer

Mankien

Pariang

Old Fangak

Maban

Akobo

Udier

Pibor

Torit

Aburoc
Akoka

Toch. Women carry a sack containing food from 
the ICRC. More than half of food parcels distributed 
by the ICRC in South Sudan are airdropped owing 
to multiple factors such as poor access to roads and 
prolonged insecurity.

 y Armed confrontations between government 
troops and opposition forces became less 
frequent after a peace agreement was signed 
in September, but tensions related to the 
political and security situation persisted. 
Violence owing to competition over scarce 
resources, and ethnic and communal 
tensions, also continued. Indiscriminate 
attacks, sexual violence and other unlawful 
acts by weapon bearers were reported. 
Millions of people had been displaced by 
violence; many of them sought refuge 
in neighbouring countries. People across 
the country, especially those in hard-to-
reach areas, suffered from the combined 
effects of intense violence; unavailability of 
basic commodities and essential services; 
deteriorating infrastructure; and extreme 
weather conditions. 

 y The ICRC sustained its multidisciplinary 
response to the humanitarian needs of people 
in South Sudan. It sought to ensure that 
violence-affected people were protected in 
accordance with applicable laws and norms. 
It delivered – through its aircraft and, when 
possible, over land – food and other essential 
supplies to internally displaced and other 
vulnerable people, particularly those in 
isolated areas. It also helped communities 
increase their food production. The ICRC 
worked to expand access to health care, 
including physical rehabilitation services, 
and water by backing service providers and 
reinforcing facilities. It visited detainees, and 
helped improve their living conditions and 
access to health care. Family-links services 
provided by the International Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Movement were made available 
to dispersed families.
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE/PRESENCE

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 129,567

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 127,192

Contributions received: 
KCHF 110,130

Implementation rate:  
98%

SOUTH SUDAN

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
430,856 civilians

7,501 detainees

Food production
802,063 civilians

Living conditions
338,219 civilians

5,265 detainees

Capacity-building
248 civilians

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
447,000 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
866 beds

For detainees
3,116 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
21 structures

Hospitals
5 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
3 projects supported

3,294 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)

KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
3,066 from civilians

329 from detainees

RCMs distributed
1,958 to civilians

77 to detainees

Phone calls 
44,195 facilitated between family members

22 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

334 tracing cases closed positively 

(subject located or fate established)

68 people reunited with their families 

16 of whom unaccompanied or  

separated children

ICRC VISITS

41 places of detention visited

130 visits carried out

4,065 detainees in places of detention visited  

256 of whom visited and monitored individually
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Kirkuk

Erbil

Khanakin

Basra

Dohuk

Najaf

Mosul

Ramadi

Sulaymaniyah

Baghdad

Ninewa Governorate, a village in north Bashiqa. 
As a new school year begins, a returnee family 
registers for an ICRC cash grant to help cover their 
basic household expenses.  

 y The conflict continued. Government forces of 
Iraq – backed by an international coalition 
– mounted small-scale operations against 
remnants of the Islamic State group, which 
resulted in arrests, injuries, or death, and 
sometimes, displacement. Violations of 
international humanitarian law (IHL) were 
reported. As large-scale fighting ended in 
2017, millions of people displaced for years 
reportedly returned home. Others were 
either allegedly forced to do so, or unable to 
partly because of poor security conditions 
in their places of origin. Extensive damage 
caused by the fighting to basic infrastructure, 
local markets and agricultural land limited 
people’s access to basic services and sources 
of livelihood. Returnees and displaced people 
relied on humanitarian aid. Unexploded 
ordnance threatened public safety.

 y The ICRC focused on helping vulnerable 
people recover from the effects of large-scale 
fighting, while continuing to respond to their 
urgent needs. More people than planned 
benefited from its provisions of emergency 
relief and income or livelihood support, and 
from its activities to make clean water, health 
care and physical rehabilitation services more 
widely available. It coordinated its efforts 
with the authorities at all levels, and urged 
parties to conflict to protect civilians, in 
compliance with IHL and other applicable 
norms. Contact with certain groups remained 
limited.  

 y The ICRC helped unaccompanied children 
and foreign detainees reconnect with their 
relatives, and the authorities clarify the fate 
of missing people. Ill detainees obtained 
treatment, with ICRC support. 

IC
RC

ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 131,607

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 119,473

Contributions received: 
KCHF 98,997

Implementation rate:  
91%

IRAQ KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
1,647 from civilians

5,806 from detainees

RCMs distributed
3,006 to civilians

2,441 to detainees

Phone calls 
229 facilitated between family members

22,973 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

1,058 tracing cases closed positively 

(subject located or fate established)

ICRC VISITS

91 places of detention visited

312 visits carried out

54,284 detainees in places of detention visited  

2,581 of whom visited and monitored 

individually

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
347,340 civilians

Food production
81,113 civilians

Income support1

124,476 civilians

Living conditions
275,340 civilians

60,745 detainees

Capacity-building
71 civilians

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
3,403,975 beneficiaries

For detainees
10,135 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
28 structures supported

Hospitals
26 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
16 projects supported

39,418 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)

1. Owing to operational and management constraints, figures presented in this table may not reflect the extent of the 
activities carried out during the reporting period.

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE/PRESENCE

ICRC-RUN PHYSICAL 

REHABILITATION PROJECT

ECONOMIC SECURITY

WATER AND HABITAT

HEALTH

PROTECTION
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Salala

 

 

Aden

Taiz

Hodeida

Djibouti

Sana’a

Sa’ada

Dhamar, Wusab Assafil district. The ICRC 
distributes food parcels to internally displaced 
people from Hodeida.

 y Protracted conflict in Yemen – primarily 
between the Saudi-led military coalition 
and the Houthis – continued to cause mass 
casualties, displacement and arrests. Health, 
water, sewage and other key systems were 
weakened even more to an almost collapse. 
Food, fuel, medicines and other basic 
commodities were in dangerously short 
supply; import restrictions made matters 
worse. Disease outbreaks were a constant 
threat, but national capacities to tackle them 
were limited. Humanitarian workers were not 
spared from attacks; an ICRC staff member 
was shot and killed in April 2018.

 y The ICRC strove to respond to the most 
urgent humanitarian needs in Yemen, 
while seeking to ensure the safety of its 
staff. It focused on facilitating conflict-
affected people’s access to health care, 
safe water, food and other essentials. To 
that end, it provided them with emergency 
assistance, and repaired or reinforced key 
public infrastructure. Where conditions 
were relatively safer, it helped vulnerable 
households to become self-sufficient and 
rebuild their livelihoods. It visited places of 
detention to monitor detainees’ situation, 
and helped improve their living conditions. 
It repeatedly reminded all parties to respect 
international humanitarian law and support 
humanitarian action.

 y Security incidents, including the killing of 
its personnel, limited the ICRC’s ability to 
implement its plans for the year. Most of 
its mobile staff were temporarily relocated 
to its mission in Djibouti, from where they 
managed activities remotely. As a result, some 
of its activities were delayed or cancelled.
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 120,351

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 104,703

Contributions received: 
KCHF 101,847

Implementation rate:  
87%

YEMEN KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
2,119 from civilians

36 from detainees

RCMs distributed
1,530 to civilians

2 to detainees

Phone calls 
157 facilitated between family members

170 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

125 tracing cases closed positively 

(subject located or fate established)

ICRC VISITS

15 places of detention visited

29 visits carried out

7,531 detainees in places of detention visited  

747 of whom visited and monitored individually

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
732,470 civilians

1,200 detainees

Food production
583,390 civilians

Income support
45,064 civilians

Living conditions
212,130 civilians

15,304 detainees

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
5,109,070 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
5,306 beds

For detainees
5,223 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
32 structures supported

Hospitals
42 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
9 projects supported

88,256 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

MISSION

REGIONAL LOGISTICS CENTRE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

WATER AND HABITAT

HEALTH

PROTECTION

*Map shows structures in other countries supporting ICRC operations 
in Yemen
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Mubi

Jos

Damaturu

Maiduguri

Abuja

Kano

Port Harcourt

Biu

Yola

Monguno

Bama

Adamawa state, Muva town. Residents fetch water 
from an ICRC-constructed water point.

 y The conflict between State forces and the 
armed groups known as “the Islamic State’s 
West Africa Province” and Jama’atu Ahlis 
Sunna Lidda’awati wal-Jihad in north-
eastern Nigeria, and increased communal 
violence in the Middle Belt, displaced many 
people throughout the year. In the south, 
people continued to deal with the effects of 
violence related to criminality and political 
tensions; there were also a large number 
of Cameroonian refugees. During clashes, 
water sources and health facilities were 
often damaged, and people’s livelihoods 
were disrupted. Attacks on humanitarian and 
medical workers persisted. 

 y Although serious security incidents forced the 
ICRC to scale back its long-term activities, 
it continued to provide food and other 
emergency aid to people affected by conflict 
or other violence in the country, responding 
to their increased needs where it could, along 
with the Nigerian Red Cross Society. ICRC 
assistance helped returnees grow crops or 
start businesses, and enabled health facilities 
to provide primary health and surgical care to 
violence-affected people. The ICRC also carried 
out projects to improve access to potable water 
for displaced people and residents. It visited 
detainees, in accordance with its standard 
procedures, to monitor their well-being, and 
helped prison authorities improve detainees’ 
treatment and living conditions.

 y Given the security situation, the ICRC sought 
to strengthen acceptance for its work in order 
to facilitate safe access to conflict-affected 
communities. It continued to document 
people’s protection concerns, raised them 
with the pertinent parties, and reminded 
these parties of their obligations under 
international humanitarian law.

IC
RC

ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE/PRESENCE

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 105,176

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 88,864

Contributions received: 
KCHF 72,332

Implementation rate:  
84%

NIGERIA KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
263 from civilians

1,015 from detainees

RCMs distributed
112 to civilians

78 to detainees

Phone calls 
2,281 facilitated between family members

32 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

450 tracing cases closed positively 

(subject located or fate established)

22 people reunited with their families 

19 of whom unaccompanied or  

separated children

ICRC VISITS

29 places of detention visited

110 visits carried out

23,927 detainees in places of detention visited  

7,640 of whom visited and monitored 

individually

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
1,014,962 civilians

6,013 detainees

Food production
546,568 civilians

Income support
20,875 civilians

Living conditions
145,968 civilians

6,564 detainees

Capacity-building
5,452 civilians

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
657,972 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
587 beds

For detainees
18,515 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
27 structures

Hospitals
9 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
1 project supported

255 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)

ECONOMIC SECURITY

WATER AND HABITAT

HEALTH

PROTECTION
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Kalémie

Uvira

Goma

Kananga

Lubumbashi

Bunia

Beni

Kinshasa

Bukavu

Fizi

Manono

Kirumba 

Masisi

North Kivu, Kanyabanyonga. People stand in line 
for food being distributed by the Red Cross of the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo and the ICRC.

 y Military operations against various armed 
groups, especially in the eastern provinces of 
North Kivu and South Kivu, and in Kasaï and 
other south-central provinces, continued. 
Fighting among armed groups, and ethnic 
violence, also took place. Civilians bore the 
brunt of the fighting: many were displaced, 
wounded or killed, or subject to abuses, 
including sexual violence; some had their 
livelihoods and property destroyed. Local 
health services, already weak, were further 
strained by disease outbreaks, including a 
cholera outbreak in Kasaï and surrounding 
provinces, and two Ebola outbreaks.

 y The ICRC sought to foster respect for 
humanitarian principles, and broaden 
acceptance for the International Red Cross 
and Red Crescent Movement (hereafter 
Movement), in order to maintain and/or 
increase its access to people in need. Amid 
security constraints, torrential rain, the 
poor state of roads, and disease outbreaks, 
the Red Cross of the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo and the ICRC provided assistance 
to people affected by armed conflict and/
or other situations of violence. Beneficiaries 
obtained good-quality health services at 
ICRC-supported primary-health-care centres 
and hospitals, and received support for 
cultivating crops, fish-farming activities, 
starting income-generating activities, and 
accessing clean water. The ICRC visited 
places of detention, checked on detainees’ 
treatment and living conditions, and helped 
the authorities meet detainees’ needs.

 y Movement partners and other humanitarian 
actors coordinated their activities to prevent 
duplication of effort. They worked together to 
help contain both Ebola outbreaks.
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE/PRESENCE

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 76,686

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 78,056

Contributions received: 
KCHF 78,104

Implementation rate:  
102%

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
163,372 civilians

7,251 detainees

Living conditions
146,822 civilians

29,267 detainees

Food production
151,253 civilians

Income support
463 civilians

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
586,205 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
734 beds

For people deprived of freedom
20,724 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
29 structures

Hospitals
44 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
5 projects supported

1,658 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)

KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
35,197 from civilians

3,112 from detainees

RCMs distributed
26,768 to civilians

1,343 to detainees

Phone calls 
10,167 facilitated between family members

499 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

227 tracing cases closed positively 

(subject located or fate established)

430 people reunited with their families 

403 of whom unaccompanied or  

separated children

ICRC VISITS

41 places of detention visited

235 visits carried out

27,232 detainees in places of detention visited  

3,024 of whom visited and monitored 

individually

ECONOMIC SECURITY

WATER AND HABITAT

HEALTH

PROTECTION
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Kandahar

Gulbahar

Khost

JalalabadHerat

Farah

Ghazni

Lashkar Gah

Mazar-i-Sharif

Dushanbe

Peshawar
Islamabad

Kabul
Bamiyan

Kabul, gymnasium of the ICRC physical rehabilitation 
centre. A disabled man, who received care and 
livelihood support from the ICRC, now trains other 
disabled people in wheelchair basketball. 

 y Conflicts between Afghan armed or security 
forces – backed by the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization – and armed groups remained 
intense; a fierce battle took place in August, 
over Ghazni. International military forces 
gave local troops technical support. The 
presence of many variously affiliated armed 
groups, including the Islamic State group, 
complicated the security situation. The 
Afghan government and the Islamic Emirate 
of Afghanistan (also known as the Taliban) 
observed a short ceasefire in June, their first 
in years. Fighting dispersed families; it led 
to displacement, arrests, injuries and deaths. 
Civilians struggled to meet their basic needs, 
or lost their livelihoods. Basic services, 
especially in rural areas, were inadequate. 
Attacks on humanitarian and medical workers 
and facilities persisted. Humanitarian access 
remained difficult.

 y The ICRC strove to balance its activities with 
risk and constraints brought about by access- 
and security-related issues and previous 
attacks on its staff. It sought to secure various 
actors’ acceptance for its humanitarian work 
and gain safe access to vulnerable people. 
Conflict parties were reminded of their 
obligations under international humanitarian 
law, such as to protect civilians and civilian 
objects, respect the delivery of medical 
services, and facilitate safe transfer of human 
remains. 

 y Despite some constraints, many vulnerable 
people, including detainees, continued to 
benefit from the ICRC’s and/or Afghan Red 
Crescent Society’s activities, which included 
provisions of emergency aid, family-links 
services and basic health, life-saving and 
physical rehabilitation care.
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 74,783

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 72,168

Contributions received: 
KCHF 62,762

Implementation rate:  
97%

AFGHANISTAN KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
1,563 from civilians

2,280 from detainees

RCMs distributed
2,519 to civilians

797 to detainees

Phone calls 
11,659 facilitated between family members

128 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

473 tracing cases closed positively 

(subject located or fate established)

ICRC VISITS

19 places of detention visited

59 visits carried out

28,573 detainees in places of detention visited  

680 of whom visited and monitored individually

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
96,838 civilians

Income support
6,807 civilians

Living conditions
117,406 civilians

39,803 detainees

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
282,660 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
766 beds

For detainees
26,188 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
47 structures

Hospitals
1 structure supported

Physical rehabilitation
9 projects supported

176,871 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE/PRESENCE

ICRC-RUN PHYSICAL 

REHABILITATION PROJECT

ECONOMIC SECURITY

WATER AND HABITAT

HEALTH

PROTECTION

*Map shows structures in other countries supporting ICRC operations in Afghanistan
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Garowe

Baidoa

Mogadishu

Kismayo

Xudur

Dhobley

Hargeisa

Nairobi

Belet Weyne

Guri-Ceel

Galkayo

Bossaso

Galgaduud region. Numerous camels, goats and 
sheep drink water from the ICRC-drilled borehole 
each day, according to one herder.   

 y Clashes between Somali forces and armed 
groups continued. Longstanding tensions 
escalated into armed conflict between the 
semi-autonomous region of Puntland and 
the self-declared Republic of Somaliland, in 
the Sool region. People faced food insecurity, 
water shortages, and limited access to health 
care. Torrential rains in April ended the 
two-year drought, but caused floods and 
displacement. Widespread insecurity hindered 
the delivery of international humanitarian 
aid. An ICRC staff member was killed in 
March; the abduction of another colleague in 
May remained unresolved.

 y The ICRC, with the Somali Red Crescent 
Society, carried out a multidisciplinary 
response to the needs of people affected 
by armed conflict and other situations of 
violence, which were often compounded by 
climatic emergencies. Discussions with the 
authorities, weapon bearers and community 
leaders enabled the ICRC, together with 
the National Society, to assist communities 
that were accessible to virtually no other 
organization. The ICRC supported health 
facilities in providing life-saving care, 
provided emergency aid – such as food and 
water – to people affected by violence or 
disasters, and gave livelihood assistance 
to communities. It visited detainees and 
supported detaining authorities’ efforts to 
improve their living conditions, particularly 
in relation to health care.

 y Activities related to emergency response, 
livelihood support, detention, and 
infrastructural repairs or construction were 
reduced by mid-year, owing to security 
incidents and other constraints. 
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE/PRESENCE

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 81,609

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 68,073

Contributions received: 
KCHF 59,337

Implementation rate:  
83%

SOMALIA KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
45,237 from civilians

2 from detainees

RCMs distributed
38,569 to civilians

Phone calls 
63,785 facilitated between family members

20 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

409 tracing cases closed positively (subject located or fate established)

ICRC VISITS

13 places of detention visited

19 visits carried out

3,736 detainees in places of detention visited  

82 of whom visited and monitored individually

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
427,795 civilians

4,398 detainees

Food production
275,088 civilians

Income support
6,474 civilians

Living conditions
163,187 civilians

4,503 detainees

Capacity-building
674 civilians

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
600,663 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
578 beds

For detainees
3,115 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
31 structures

Hospitals
9 structures supported

ECONOMIC SECURITY

WATER AND HABITAT

HEALTH

PROTECTION

*The ICRC Somalia delegation is in Nairobi, Kenya.
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Sieverodonetsk

Donetsk

Kyiv

Odesa

Mariupol

Sloviansk Luhansk/Lugansk

Donetsk region, Taramchuk. A woman tends her 
raspberry farm, which she started with the help of 
an ICRC cash grant.

 y Armed conflict continued in the Donetsk 
and Luhansk regions of eastern Ukraine. 
The effects of the conflict, particularly along 
the line of contact, continued to disrupt 
economic activity, the operation of critical 
infrastructure, and the delivery of health care: 
hundreds of thousands of people were unable 
to provide for themselves, water supply 
was regularly interrupted, and wounded or 
sick people were not always able to obtain 
suitable medical care. People were detained 
in connection with the conflict, on both sides 
of the line of contact. Hundreds of people 
remained missing in connection with the 
conflict.

 y The ICRC continued to address the needs 
of people affected by the conflict, focusing 
on communities near the line of contact. 
It reminded parties to the conflict of their 
obligation under international humanitarian 
law to protect civilians and ensure their 
access to basic services. Health facilities 
along the line of contact continued to 
receive comprehensive support for treating 
people wounded in the fighting or suffering 
from chronic illnesses. People detained in 
facilities under the authorities’ supervision 
received ICRC visits. Multidisciplinary efforts 
to address the issue of missing persons 
continued, with ICRC assistance.

 y The Ukrainian Red Cross Society and the 
ICRC continued to give livelihood assistance 
to people on both sides of the line of contact, 
while addressing emergency needs, which 
remained immense. Plans for assistance were 
adjusted when needs were found to have 
changed or increased, or when implementing 
some activities proved to be difficult.
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 65,922

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 60,419

Contributions received: 
KCHF 65,957

Implementation rate:  
92%

UKRAINE KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
18 from civilians

25 from detainees

RCMs distributed
4 to civilians

10 to detainees

Phone calls 
2 facilitated between family members

226 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

59 tracing cases closed positively (subject located or fate established)

ICRC VISITS

50 places of detention visited

100 visits carried out

27,004 detainees in places of detention visited  

373 of whom visited and monitored individually

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
201,175 civilians

Food production
44,273 civilians

Income support
13,879 civilians

Living conditions
395,155 civilians

13,914 detainees

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
1,534,659 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
4,249 beds

For detainees
11,005 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
58 structures

Hospitals
28 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
7 projects supported

ECONOMIC SECURITY

WATER AND HABITAT

HEALTH

PROTECTION
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Sittwe

Kyaing Tong

Mandalay

Lashio

Myitkyina

Hpa-anYangon

Mrauk- uMaungdaw

Rakhine State. “With the money we got from the 
ICRC, we will buy a boat and better traps to catch 
crabs,” this man says.

 y Between August 2017 and December 2018, 
violence in Rakhine State led to people 
fleeing to Bangladesh or to other areas of 
Rakhine. The governments of Bangladesh and 
Myanmar reached agreements on the return 
of those who fled the violence, but none had 
taken effect at year’s end. In Kachin and 
Shan States, hostilities between government 
forces and armed groups, or among armed 
groups, increased and caused displacement. 
All this made it difficult for people to: obtain 
food, water and shelter; access health care; 
and maintain or restore their livelihoods. 
Mines and explosive remnants of war (ERW) 
remained a concern. 

 y The ICRC – in coordination with its 
Movement partners – scaled up its response 
to the urgent need of internally displaced 
people and other violence-affected people, 
especially in Rakhine, for food, water 
and shelter. It also monitored people’s 
protection concerns and sought to secure 
support for its humanitarian activities. It 
contributed to communities’ self-sufficiency 
in the long-term by providing livelihood 
assistance and by supporting health facilities, 
including mobile health units and physical 
rehabilitation centres. People in areas 
affected by mines/ERW learnt safe practices 
at ICRC-organized sessions. The ICRC visited 
detainees at prisons or labour camps under 
the authority of the home affairs ministry; 
it helped improve their living conditions 
by renovating or constructing facilities, 
including rooms for family visits.

 y Restrictions on access, mainly in Kachin 
and Shan, and other operational constraints 
hindered some of the ICRC’s planned 
activities. 
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 62,594

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 53,043

Contributions received: 
KCHF 47,178

Implementation rate:  
85%

MYANMAR KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
763 from civilians

3,164 from detainees

RCMs distributed
673 to civilians

1,611 to detainees

429 tracing cases closed positively (subject located or fate established)

ICRC VISITS

22 places of detention visited

27 visits carried out

51,602 detainees in places of detention visited  

486 of whom visited and monitored individually

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
132,951 civilians

Food production
116,215 civilians

Income support
22,562 civilians

Living conditions
208,670 civilians

50,808 detainees

Capacity-building
302 civilians

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
234,985 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
1,140 beds

For detainees
19,626 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
35 structures

Hospitals
26 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
5 projects supported

4,992 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)

ECONOMIC SECURITY
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Jerusalem

Gaza, Wadi al-Salqa. A farmer uses fertilizer 
produced with the help of an ICRC-provided biogas 
unit.

 y In the Gaza Strip, people grappled with 
difficulties linked to: the longstanding 
political deadlock between the Palestinian 
Authority (PA) and the Hamas de facto 
authorities; the Israeli blockade; the closure 
of crossing points by Egypt; and past 
hostilities. Owing to the restrictions imposed 
by Israel and the PA – and to deteriorating 
socio-economic and political conditions –
basic goods, essential services and livelihood 
resources were not readily accessible. 
Beginning 30 March, Gazans began to stage 
demonstrations along the border with 
Israel; protests often turned violent, causing 
thousands of casualties and straining Gazan 
health services.

 y The ICRC continued to advocate protection 
for civilians and – in coordination with the 
authorities, the Palestine Red Crescent Society 
and Magen David Adom – help alleviate the 
situation of vulnerable people, including 
Palestinians under occupation. As casualties 
of protest-related violence in Gaza rose, the 
ICRC sought to scale up some of its activities 
to support the beleaguered Gazan health 
services. It launched a budget extension 
appeal to this end.

 y Gazan farmers received ICRC support for 
cultivating arable land near Gaza’s border 
with Israel. Other vulnerable Gazans 
participated in cash-for-work projects or 
used ICRC cash grants to pursue livelihoods. 
The ICRC also helped improve Gazans’ access 
to essential services, particularly water and 
sanitation. On the West Bank, people whose 
homes had been confiscated or destroyed 
obtained emergency aid, while those 
struggling with unemployment were given 
help to restore their livelihoods.
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE/PRESENCE

MISSION

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 54,648

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 51,205

Contributions received: 
KCHF 44,796

Implementation rate:  
94%

ISRAEL AND THE OCCUPIED TERRITORIES KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
597 from civilians

858 from detainees

RCMs distributed
852 to civilians

621 to detainees

Phone calls 
3,279 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

56 tracing cases closed positively 

(subject located or fate established)

6 people reunited with their families 

all of whom unaccompanied or  

separated children

ICRC VISITS

111 places of detention visited

518 visits carried out

14,933 detainees in places of detention visited  

2,383 of whom visited and monitored 

individually

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Income support1

12,050 civilians

Living conditions1

1,168 civilians

19,527 detainees

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
1,432,007 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
2,312 beds

For detainees
1,611 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Hospitals
10 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
2 projects supported

3,344 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)

1. Owing to operational and management constraints, figures presented in this table may not reflect the extent of the 
activities carried out during the reporting period.
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Bangui

Bambari
Bouar

Kaga Bandoro

Ndélé

Bangui, PK5 neighbourhood, Henri Dunant Health 
Centre of the Central African Red Cross Society. 
A National Society volunteer gives a patient a 
vaccination.

 y Insecurity and tensions persisted in some 
regions of the Central African Republic 
(hereafter CAR). Armed violence, resulting 
from clashes among armed groups and 
socio-political tensions, intensified in some 
areas. Some people displaced by the fighting 
returned to their places of origin, but renewed 
outbreaks of violence prevented others from 
doing so or forced them to flee elsewhere. 
People affected by conflict and other violence 
had limited access to water and other basic 
services, and to stable livelihoods. Abuses 
against civilians, including sexual violence, and 
attacks on medical personnel and humanitarian 
workers were reported. The United Nations 
Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization 
Mission in the CAR continued its operations. 

 y The ICRC helped people cope with the effects of 
armed conflict and other violence, and ramped 
up its emergency-relief activities in response to 
increased displacement; however, the volatile 
security situation hampered some activities. 
It provided emergency aid for IDPs, and 
helped residents and returnees to restore their 
livelihoods and obtain water and/or shelter. 
ICRC-backed facilities provided health services 
including suitable care for victims/survivors of 
sexual violence, for those wounded in clashes, 
for detainees, and for physically disabled 
people. Vulnerable people reconnected with 
their relatives, with ICRC support.

 y The ICRC pursued dialogue with parties to 
the conflict, with a view to securing and 
maintaining access to vulnerable people and 
helping prevent violations of international 
humanitarian law. It worked closely with and 
supported the Central African Red Cross Society. 
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE/PRESENCE

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 47,019

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 45,170

Contributions received: 
KCHF 32,333

Implementation rate:  
96%

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
208 from civilians

126 from detainees

RCMs distributed
216 to civilians

64 to detainees

Phone calls 
118 facilitated between family members

218 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

212 tracing cases closed positively 

(subject located or fate established)

30 people reunited with their families 

27 of whom unaccompanied or  

separated children

ICRC VISITS

17 places of detention visited

91 visits carried out

1,597 detainees in places of detention visited  

169 of whom visited and monitored individually

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
94,340 civilians

250 detainees

Food production
116,800 civilians

Income support
2,675 civilians

Living conditions
51,156 civilians

1,390 detainees

Capacity-building
20 civilians

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
677,607 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
632 beds

For detainees
890 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
7 structures

Hospitals
3 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
1 project supported

353 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)
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Kidal

Mopti

Timbuktu
Gao

Bamako

Ménaka

Tessalit

Léré

Timbuktu. People register at a food distribution 
activity organized by the ICRC near Lake Faguibine.

 y Despite efforts to implement a 2015 
peace agreement, violent confrontations 
between armed groups and Malian and 
international forces persisted, mainly in 
northern and central Mali. People continued 
to be held in connection with the conflict. 
Communal violence, exacerbated by drought, 
significantly increased in 2018. A surge 
in crime in some areas affected residents 
and humanitarian organizations. These all 
hindered the resumption of State services, 
and disrupted people’s livelihoods and access 
to basic services. Thousands of people fled 
in search of safety or better prospects within 
Mali or elsewhere. 

 y The ICRC addressed the humanitarian 
needs engendered by protracted conflict 
and other violence, made worse by drought 
and other disasters. It strengthened its 
presence in Ménaka, in response to the 
deteriorating situation in central Mali. Its 
emergency assistance provided relief to 
affected communities, while its livelihood 
support increased vulnerable households’ 
self-sufficiency. Various projects made 
water more readily available to communities. 
ICRC-supported facilities and ICRC-trained 
personnel provided health services to 
wounded, sick or disabled people. Detainees 
benefited from ICRC efforts to improve their 
nutrition and living conditions. Parties to 
conflict or other violence were reminded 
of their obligations under international 
humanitarian law and other applicable norms.

 y The security situation hindered the 
implementation of several activities of the 
ICRC, but it was able to reach people in need 
with the help of the Mali Red Cross and other 
local partners.
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE/PRESENCE

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 46,164 

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 44,622

Contributions received: 
KCHF 32,575

Implementation rate:  
97%

MALI KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
225 from civilians

112 from detainees

RCMs distributed
120 to civilians

20 to detainees

Phone calls 
1,918 facilitated between family members

474 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

60 tracing cases closed positively 

(subject located or fate established)

17 people reunited with their families 

all of whom unaccompanied or  

separated children

ICRC VISITS

20 places of detention visited

194 visits carried out

3,326 detainees in places of detention visited  

974 of whom visited and monitored individually

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
127,992 civilians

Food production
747,775 civilians

Income support
43,704 civilians

Living conditions
28,584 civilians

Capacity-building
233 civilians

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
173,018 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
185 beds

For detainees
3,035 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
13 structures

Hospitals
2 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
4 projects supported

11,037 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)
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Beirut

Tyr

Zahle

Tripoli 

Saida

Arsal 

Beirut. An ICRC staff member assesses the 
infrastructure at the Rafik Hariri University 
Hospital, as part of renovation projects being 
carried out there.

 y The spillover effects of the conflict in the 
Syrian Arab Republic (hereafter Syria) 
continued to affect Lebanon. Around 1.5 
million Syrian refugees were reportedly 
living in host communities or informal 
settlements; the Lebanese authorities 
continued to encourage their return to Syria. 
Some 450,000 Palestinian refugees stayed 
in overcrowded camps, where tensions 
between armed factions sometimes led to 
clashes. Many refugees were unable to access 
essential services, livelihood opportunities 
and adequate housing. Thousands of missing-
persons cases linked to past conflicts in 
Lebanon remained unresolved.

 y The ICRC endeavoured to assist Syrian 
and Palestinian refugees, and Lebanese 
host communities, in partnership with the 
Lebanese Red Cross, the authorities and other 
humanitarian actors. ICRC support enabled 
refugees and residents to cover their basic 
living expenses or launch small businesses, 
and to access health care. Refugees also had 
enhanced living conditions through ICRC 
projects to improve shelters, and water-
supply and sanitation systems. 

 y The ICRC monitored the situation of refugees 
and vulnerable residents and discussed 
their protection concerns with the pertinent 
authorities, reminding them of the need to 
protect civilians and respect the principle 
of non-refoulement. Upon the ICRC’s 
recommendation, and with its technical 
support, the Lebanese parliament passed a 
law establishing a mechanism for ascertaining 
the fate of people missing in relation to past 
conflicts. It visited detainees, and helped 
detaining authorities improve their treatment 
and living conditions.
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE/PRESENCE

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 45,412

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 44,307

Contributions received: 
KCHF 43,620

Implementation rate:  
98%

LEBANON KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
79 from civilians

873 from detainees

RCMs distributed
257 to civilians

430 to detainees

Phone calls 
530 made to families to inform them of the whereabouts of a detained relative

52 tracing cases closed positively (subject located or fate established)

ICRC VISITS

18 places of detention visited

152 visits carried out

7,122 detainees in places of detention visited  

875 of whom visited and monitored individually

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
13,235 civilians

Income support
9,284 civilians

Living conditions
1,410 civilians

10,008 detainees

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
88,283 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
265 beds

For detainees
4,145 beneficiaries

HEALTH

Health centres
12 structures

Hospitals
19 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
4 projects supported

1,414 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)
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Misrata
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Benghazi

Tunis

Benghazi. The ICRC and the Libyan Red Crescent 
conduct a relief distribution for displaced people 
staying in Tawargha camp.

 y Intense clashes and other situations of 
violence involving armed groups continued 
to take place; fighting in densely populated 
urban areas escalated during the year. In 
the south, communal tensions sometimes 
erupted into violence. Hundreds of people 
were injured or killed. Many others were 
displaced, adding to the large number of 
people still unable to return home; those who 
did struggled to rebuild their livelihoods. 
Migrants continued to pass through Libya 
before traveling to Europe; during their 
journey, they were often at risk of losing 
touch with their families.

 y Given the escalating violence, the ICRC 
sought to scale up its emergency response in 
the country; it launched a budget extension 
appeal to this end. Despite various constraints 
that hindered it from carrying out all its 
planned activities, the ICRC helped displaced 
people, returnees and residents in cities hit 
hardest by violence to meet their basic needs 
through material or financial assistance, 
working with the Libyan Red Crescent. It 
also enabled them to access health care and 
potable water by supporting local service 
providers. Vulnerable breadwinners built their 
self-sufficiency with the help of cash grants 
from the ICRC. 

 y People separated from their families by 
violence, as well as migrants and others 
held at two places of detention, were able to 
reconnect or stay in touch with their relatives 
through family-links services provided by 
the International Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement. The ICRC continued efforts to 
foster acceptance for neutral, impartial and 
independent humanitarian action in order to 
facilitate its activities in the country.
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ICRC PRESENCE AND ACTIVITIES

DELEGATION

SUB-DELEGATION

OFFICE/PRESENCE

FINANCE

Total budget:  
KCHF 57,785

Total expenditure:  
KCHF 43,899

Contributions received: 
KCHF 41,966

Implementation rate:  
76%

LIBYA KEY FIGURES

PROTECTION

RESTORING FAMILY LINKS

RCMs collected 
37 from civilians

208 from detainees

RCMs distributed
38 to civilians

96 to detainees

Phone calls 
597 facilitated between family members

23 tracing cases closed positively 

(subject located or fate established)

12 people reunited with their families 

all of whom unaccompanied or  

separated children

ICRC VISITS

2 places of detention visited

13 visits carried out

694 detainees in places of detention visited  

28 of whom visited and monitored individually1

ASSISTANCE

ECONOMIC SECURITY

Food consumption
296,646 civilians

Income support
24,013 civilians

Living conditions
231,654 civilians

798 detainees

WATER AND HABITAT

For civilians
151,205 beneficiaries

For wounded and sick
250 beds

HEALTH

Health centres
24 structures

Hospitals
39 structures supported

Physical rehabilitation
2 projects supported

921 people benefiting from ICRC-supported projects (aggregated monthly data)

1. Owing to operational and management constraints, figures presented in this table may not reflect the extent of the 
activities carried out during the reporting period.
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*Map shows structures in other countries supporting ICRC operations in Libya.
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